Coronavirus Transmission-- Accidental Risks, Facts and Challenges: A Review
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Abstract: Present review explains different modes of transmission of coronavirus, facts and challenges people have faced at global level. Anthropogenic activities such as trade, transport, travel, business, tourism and religious are responsible for transmission of this virus. It is noticeable that among all modes of transmission human mistakes have increased the severity of disease as super spreaders and unknowingly enhanced the accidental unmanageable risks in high density population zones. Transmission is largely supported by weather conditions such as humidity, temperature, precipitation and industrial pollution in urban areas. It is also seen that housing designs and physical amenities are also responsible for indoor flu virus transmission. Though, it seems very challenging task to mitigate transmission of this deadly virus in near future, but two important ways can cut down virus transmission i.e. by genetic locking or switching off virus spike protein genes in genome. It will stop climate induced genetic variabilities mainly mutations in virus, that may result in zeroing the infectivity and mortality. Second by using advance technology virus invasion on human population can be effectively controlled by applying social distancing, clinical care and proper monitoring of Covid-19 patients. Because development of vaccine against this virus will take more time, hence, all possible therapeutics such as Ayurvedic preparations/medicines and conventional methods should apply for instant control of virus; morbidity and mortality in human population. Fast acting physico-chemical devices which could disinfect thousands of people in a day are to be used for decreasing the infection rate and increasing the sustainability of infected patients. For checking further emergence of viral diseases W.H.O. should take every reason and negligence in its cognizance and intervene in the matter, so that pandemic disasters may not happen in future.
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Introduction

Covid-19 is more disastrous as it is causing high infectivity and large numbers of deaths that have been reported round the globe (Catrin et al., 2020). It is highly essential to completely wipe out coronavirus from the human society across the world by using all conventional, physical, clinical and therapeutic methods (Kuldeep Dhama et al., 2020). More important is to stop second wave of this highly mutable virus and its complete mitigation must be done as quickly as possible. In last 20 years zoonotic viral diseases have been emerged and caused heavy mortality in human beings (Rodriguez-Morales et al., 2019; Valdivia-Granda et al., 2020). Two main types of modes of transmission, direct and indirect are more prevalent but virus is also transmitted by food and drinking water supply. Viruses transmit by some vector species and have reservoir host is very easy to control, but human to human transfer occurring in case of coronavirus is very difficult to control (Eunha Shim et al., 2020). It is a very challenging task to control such type of transmission and break the continuing chain in human population/community. Most of the viruses which are transmitted by certain vectors, if vector population is controlled, both infection and mortality can be controlled very easily. Coronavirus grows in upper respiratory tract and is released in open air through sneezing and coughing by patient. Thousands of micro aerosols or small droplets suspend and virus live for two three hours in air and enter inside next host human body through inhalation of air (Kristin et al., 2020) (Table 1).

Seasonal climatic changes like humidity and temperature enhance the impact of virus. Because ambient humidity present in atmosphere raise the respiratory droplet size and its stability as water content evaporates. Two physical changes occur in sneezed air, first droplet size get increase with down pouring rain drops that quickly come to the ground. Small humified aerosols remain suspended in air for longer time after evaporation. People on road accidently inhale these influenza virus loaded aerosols with respiratory air. Relative humidity also assists in removal of infectious particles both by increasing the settling of large, water-laden droplets and by hastening virus inactivation. Another environmental factor which largely influences viral transmission is precipitation. First rains though help in washing of suspended air droplets of infectious agents but humidity in soil increases the stability, transportation and natural spread of virus from human spits, faeces, drainages and wastes. Changes in weather or climatic factors other than precipitation affect seasonal infection rates. Areas where no air pollution is available and fouling air is least they remain devoid of any infection. Mainly in open climate of villages and single storey housing pattern and spatial separation of one village to the other decreases virus transmission mainly, but ill habits of smoking, spitting, and tobacco chewing and open drainages provide space and stay to this deadly virus and add risk to transmission (Table 1) (Tang et al., 2020).

In urban areas due to high density of population amount of contagious air increases in air, less wind movements, close air circuits enhance the transmissibility of viruses. If foul smell released from stacked toilets in multistoried buildings due to pipe leakage it mixes in air currents flowing through indoor spaces. It spreads in nearby spaces with the
Table 1: Different modes of transmission and level of infectivity in population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>A-Direct transmission</strong></th>
<th><strong>B-Indirect transmission</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Direct skin-to-skin contact</strong></td>
<td><strong>Contact with soil or vegetation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kissing and sexual intercourse, childbirth, medical procedures, injection of drugs, breastfeeding.</td>
<td>Direct contact with soil or vegetation harboring infectious organisms. Infectious mononucleosis spread through kissing disease while gonorrhea spread from person to person by direct contact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nosocomial transmission</strong></td>
<td><strong>Inter-personal transmission</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital care of infected patients from dead bodies, mortuaries, ambulance, hospital beds</td>
<td>From infected patient to normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infection level</strong> high</td>
<td><strong>Infection level</strong> Mild</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B-Indirect transmission**

Virus is transferred through the air by droplet spray that is produced by coughing or sneezing. Important factor is depositions of droplets by impaction on exposed mucous membranes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Vehicle-borne</strong></th>
<th><strong>Vector-borne</strong></th>
<th><strong>Long-distance airborne</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle-borne through contaminated food, water, towels, clothes, bedding and cooking utensils, farm tools, biologic products (blood), and fomites inanimate objects such as handkerchiefs,</td>
<td>Vector-borne transmission occurs when the agent is carried by an insect or animal (the vector) to a susceptible host; the agent may or may not multiply in the vector. Example: mosquitoes, fleas, and ticks, bats, pangolins</td>
<td>Infectious agents are carried by long distance dust or droplet nuclei suspended in the air: Parenteral (injections with contaminated syringes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor transmission</td>
<td>Vector-borne transmission: Through insects and wild animals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contaminated kitchen gadgets, air conditioners, refrigerators, appliances such as food processors, blenders, and eggbeaters</td>
<td></td>
<td>Open air transmission: Inhalation of infected air droplets Influx of migrant workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infection level</strong> high</td>
<td><strong>Infection level</strong> Mild</td>
<td><strong>Infection level</strong> High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
speed of air currents flowing through galleries; if cross ventilation is not available it increases respiratory virus infectivity and transmission. Further, centralized air conditioner facility circulates such air and pumps it in to all air suction through filter system. Virus stays in air conditioner filters for longer time, it is highly dangerous because it increase chances of infection/exposure through artificial ventilation.

In case of airborne RNA viruses, rate of air inflow and outflow, presence of carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) content of the air, ventilation temperature and time of stay increases the spectrum of infection. Such inadequate ventilation is quite dangerous as it speedily make passive inhalation of virus particles. This is the main reason that coronavirus has largely targeted such human habitation and caused high infectivity and high mortality. Thus, severe man to man transmission has been observed in close door air circulation systems. This was also happened in aero planes, air condition coaches of trains, buses and hiring taxies and hospitals. This is the main reason that coronavirus infection becomes more common acute illnesses among humans due to close proximity of patient and un-diseased human beings. That is why human mistakes have seriously increased virus transmission, by both direct or indirect routes, and all it happens in disparate regions around the globe (Todd, 2017).

In India in next month meteorological factors will change, both humidity and rains will increase the natural rate of virus infection as well as transmission among individuals. Environmental factors such as relative humidity and temperature can also affect virus survival (Weber and Stilianakis, 2008). The third factor social distancing has been disturbed due to un-locking of cities and towns. With this population inter-mixing in crowded places will increase the passive transmission of this virus, that may prove more fatal. Besides, environmental factors, non-environmental factors such as seasonal changes in behavior, family and social structures may also increase the intensity of virus infection (Koonin, 2020). Alarmingly in three rainy months June, July and August more serious public health implications might be seen in respiratory virus transmissibility and rates of infection. Therefore, un-locking is not in favor of population in India and we have to remain more vigilant in decision making. Even though Covid-19 affected countries impose heavy lockdown, extreme containment and mitigation strategies were applied but it was either delayed or wrongly imposed that is why its incidences were increased out of operational area (Jiumeng Sun et al., 2020). This is the main cause that super-spreaders have spread this disease in highly dense urban population (Valdivia-Granda and Richt, 2020).

**Indoor transmission**

Indoor transmission of viruses among family members occurs through use of common kitchen, lavatory and toilets. Most viruses and bacteria that cause cold, flu, and food borne illnesses spread through hand-to-hand or hand-to-food contact (Cliver, 1997; Todd, 2017). Items in the kitchen are contaminated by direct contact with contaminated person, foods, pets, or other environmental sources. Regular cleaning of kitchen usable items with hot water and surfaces before and after their use is highly important. Kitchen usables such as towels, sponges, and scrubbers provide surface for growth of microbes. More important is treatment of openers, cutting
board, food processors, blenders, and eggbeaters which should be decontaminated with hot water. Sink drains, house drainages, water outlets, safety tanks, contaminated kitchen gadgets should not be used. Both cleaning and disinfection of kitchen, fridges, air conditions, air blowers, fans, clothes and surfaces is quite important (Table 1). Both disinfectants and sanitizers are used for decontamination. Sink used in kitchen can be decontaminated by using hot water. Use soap and warm running water for cleaning of kitchen drains and outlets (Guimera et al., 2005).

Long time use of fridges without its sanitization easily makes transfer of rotten or contaminated food to fresh food. Freezes are store house of food borne illnesses. After cleaning, it should be resurfaced with bleaching solution. Besides this, human food habits are seriously responsible for food borne illness. The main sources of infection are unprocessed food items, open animal meat and sea food, raw meats, poultry and fish are main source of flu viruses. Seafood, particularly oysters, clams, shellfish, and poultry chicken are important source of bacteria and flu viruses. Unpasteurized cheese, contaminated fruits and vegetables also transmit flu virus by hand to hand touch. The easiest transmission is possibly by eating raw seafood or half cooked food mainly cultivated marine shrimps ((Todd, 2017).

**Nosocomial transmission**

Nosocomial transmission is an important mode of virus infection such as handling of PPE kits, gloves, medicines, medical appliances, coats, bed sheets, chairs, key rings, dusters, towels, medicines and serum. This hospital acquired infection is an important public health issue. From patient's the infection is easily transferred in care providers, nursing persons, doctors and other hospital inmates by direct contact. It can be controlled by training and sanitation and use of super quality safety equipments but air transmission is not very easy to control. At bigger hospitals this problem can be easily handled by isolating mechanism and developing separate wards in it, but in OPDs this is not very easy to prevent airborne transmission (Garner et al., 1988). It is a great subject whether a medical staff or a doctor always carefully wash hands after observation of serious cases. A single touch on contaminated chairs, tables, doors, panes, curtains and towels and appliances are big source of flu virus infection if not sanitized properly. For virus infected patients single room accommodation with separate ventilation should be provided to accommodate all infected patients (Gao et al., 2020). All respiratory cases must allocate single rooms only. Temporary isolation units can be developed by distancing the patient bed space to protect from airborne transmission. It is true that hospital environment associates with all types of patients i.e. sick, infected and immuno-compromised individuals sharing the same building.

Coronavirus is highly mutable virus and can attain both negative and positive mutations according to changing physical climatic factors mainly seasonal variability of temperature, relative humidity, rainfall, wind velocity, day light, altitude and gravity. Among important reasons is genetic susceptibility of virus particle to changing weather conditions. It is a well known fact that ocean is a large natural habitat of thermophilic viruses.
Coronavirus is thermophilic virus found in yellow shrimp cultivated in marine water in China and used as sea food by many European, Asian, African and Australian countries and has vast trade and supply across the world. Basically marine shrimp is natural host of viruses which is found in ocean basement (Nigro et al., 2017). Transmission of coronavirus is so high that it has spread through air travelling and showed its worldwide presence within 120 days and gripped whole world in its fatal clutches. Virus has been imposing serious public health threat and making heavy economic losses to human society mainly to world economy.

This highly contagious virus is spreading through any route i.e. by direct contact, indirectly by touch, fowling smell, spitting, inhalation of infectious air droplets, due to close contact of clothes and other daily use items (Tang, 2009; Tellier, 2009). Hence, for protection sanitization should be done repetitively by fusion of disinfectants and thermal treatment of air borne aerosols can destroy this virus. Use of N-95 masks, air aspirators, PPE kits, gloves, sanitization of surfaces, hand washing by alcohol based sanitizers and treatment of air filters by using disinfectants and essential oils, and use of UV lights can reduce indoor coronavirus transmission as suggested for other viruses (Noakes and Sleigh, 2009).

**Cultural transmission**

Cultural transmission occurs due to human living, attitude, behavior, communication and religious and social activities. Restriction in group activities can lower down the rate of transmission. This is lonely solution available today. Other important factors is housing pattern, food habits, living pattern, sanitation, human behavior regarding waste disposal and community cleaning, and human interaction to animals and pets. Virus transmission depends on size of personal space, air space, behavior and living style in heterogeneous group of people. Both personal distancing and culture habits prohibit flu virus infection. Religious ceremonies, fares, pilgrimages, worships are main contributor of community virus transmission (Peeri et al., 2020).

**Architecture or housing design**

Multistory buildings are most common habitation of human society in metropolitan, megapolis and large colonies. For making comfortable, leisure and pleasant life so many factors such as heat, cold, light, air, moisture, dryness and ventilation are kept in mind accordingly (Sturgis Russell, 1989). A housing design with proper sunlight, heating and insulation, and horizontal and vertical air circulation are most important components of architectural program design. One of the important spreader of coronavirus in housing societies is architecture or housing design (Holm, 2006). In such buildings corridors, galleries are too skirted and narrow and social distancing is not possible to maintain. It is a fact and reality that among all the factors orientation of building is highly responsible for spread of coronavirus. First reason is entry gates/doors of two opposite houses/flats are front to front, if someone is infected in one flat will simultaneously get infection because an easy breach of social distancing. Second major reason is use of lifts. These are main transportation vehicles for vertical human movements mainly upstairs and down stair activities. Coronavirus takes benefit of all these and easily transmit through elevators or lifts. These lifts once get infected with coronavirus are not very easy to disinfect. In
such societies if a single person makes carelessness this is much enough to infect whole society due to close contact of and exposure to virus in horizontal and vertical circulation air.

The most important and major factor is housing shape, slope of the plot, spatial separation and readability of the development (Sturgis Russell, 1989). Due to shortage of space and making a design perfect real estate developers have started transformation of architectural planning (Nikolas and Jokiniemi, 2008). In beginning these deigns were “I” shaped or single line multistory designs, having east west face, there was no chance of entry of fouling air in houses, these were quite airy and safer. These “I” shape were converted in to “L” shape housing structures, and open volume and garage were expanded and added houses were made one extra arm. In next transformation these were given “H-shape” and open spaces kept same but two unit houses increased the chances of intermixing. In next step housing design changed into “C” to “U”; “U” to “D” and finally “O” shape houses. Now existing volume of the plot was not increased but number of flats and floors have been multiplied and increased manifold. In all these housing societies toilets and lavatories pass from nearby central place which are pressure pockets of fouling smell, which spreads from draining pipes. All these facilities stacked one over one at each and every floor. Further a major change in “D” and “O” shape seen is that to make front of houses towards outside or out facing fronts have shifted the lavatories and toilets in backside. It was kept similar in all flats, hence, fouling smell always remains in central inner open space, it circulates from ground floor to top floor. This is the main cause of heavy transmission of coronavirus. Other factor in such buildings is narrow corridors, passageways and open lobbies where social distancing is never possible. Further, ill habits like smoking, spiting and open waste baskets are main cause of virus transmission in societies. However, irresponsible behavior and carelessness of a single man can makes society environment more hazardous and keep on hold whole society in risks of virus infection.

**Artificial air ventilation systems**

The third major factor is use of centralized air conditioning facilities in cold climates housing societies. In Cold weather/temperature mucin hyper-secretion occurs from human bronchial epithelial cells (Li et al., 2011) that appear as runny nose and a symptom of respiratory infection (Maria D’Amato et al., 2018). Inhalation of cold air affect respiratory surface in lung and assist in flu virus growth and give rise early flu like symptoms (Koskela. 2007). Ventilation is also effected at low and high ambient temperature, especially in artificial system hyperventilation does air surfaces dry, that later on results in irritation and inflammation of respiratory ciliary epithelium (Davis et al., 2011) of lung tissues (Freed and Davis, 1999; Sundell and Levi, 2011). This is the main reason that breathing problems get increased all of a sudden due to cold climate in asthmatics (Millqvist et al., 1987). Inhalation of cold air increases the number of inflammatory cells in the lungs in healthy subjects (Larsson et al., 1998). Coronavirus circulates and re-circulates easily through open spaces wherever it is available and it enters in the filters of air conditioner and remains active for longer periods. Hence, it is advised not to use split AC or centralized
AC facility till the infection completely disappears.

**Food habits and life style**

Most of the viruses are transmitted to humans via food and feeding habit. It depends on presence of contaminants and pathogens in their surroundings from where direct or indirect contamination and to foods or spread through unhygienic conditions/feces or from market places (Dennis Normile, 2020). Viruses transmitted by a fecal-oral route are not strongly dependent on foods as vehicles of transmission, but viruses are important among agents of food borne disease. Other transmission vehicles in damp and wet sides are most often mollusks, flying insects and larvae found in contaminated waters. It is also real fact that many other foods are contaminated directly by handling of food items by the infected person/s. Contamination can be prevented by keeping faeces not to contaminate food or by treating vehicles such as water in order to inactivate virus that might be carried to food in this way. Virus multiply in food, can be inactivated by adequate heating. Other methods of inactivating viruses within a food are relatively unreliable, but viruses in water and on exposed surfaces can be inactivated with ultraviolet light or with strong oxidizing agents (Cliver, 1997). But on porous surfaces virus survives for lesser time than hard surfaces. Metal objects, plastics, synthetic polymers, fruit surfaces and vegetable virus can stay more than 8 h to days. A reality about newspapers is that during printing, paper passes through high thermal heat and become sterile.

**Trade and travelling**

For world wide spread of coronavirus infection international trade, and travelling by flights, ships, trains and surface transports are responsible (Chinazzi et al., 2020). More than 45% transmission occurred due to business activities. International trade essentially need transportation networking that is maintained through air, sea and land transport networks for ferrying employees, workers, passengers and porting of raw materials and supply of goods (Chinazzi, 2020). With raw material and unsafe handling of products also carry microbial pathogens and their vectors also move further, faster and reach in distant places both cross country and across the continents (Guan et al., 2020). Speedy transportation and air travelling speed up transmission of infectious disease pandemics to far distant countries. Recent coronavirus pandemic has been proliferated within 120 days of its emergence and persisting in more than 207 countries of the world. Hence, it is advisable that after seeing potential implications of international air travel, shipping routes and invasion of virus and infectivity and mortality new trade rules be prepared and must be enacted.

International trade routes and arrival of overseas visitors, non-residents and tourist were initial careers of this deadly virus (Rodriguez-Morales et al., 2020). All these human activities carried the virus to new environment. Within no time virus started changing itself according to new climate. These climate induced mutations strengthen the virus and enhanced fatalities and infectivity. It has been reported that attainment of genetic variability or mutations in prevailing climatic conditions also increased the intensity of transmission of influenza virus (McNeil, 1976; Ferguson et al., 2003a). It leads to emergence of new virus strains (McNeil, 1976). Contrary to this, coronavirus at few places causing high
infectivity but low fatality rate in some countries but its killer strains become very serious health problem in some developed European countries. Its severity also differed from city to city, but nearly similar in metropolis cities. Both genetic regulation of virus behavior by the host body and level of immune defense decide symptomatic appearance. More fatalities occur due to over activation of immune defense mainly cytokine burst in lungs. It is also fact that influenza infection falls every year almost in every country and infect around 20% of children and 5% of adults worldwide develop symptomatic influenza each year. But it shows low fatality rates (Nicholson et al., 2003).

Based on reports published influenza viruses mutates very fast. This feature enable them sustained human-to-human transmission (Ungchusak et al., 2005). Behind mutations climatic factors, host immune system and genetics; and antibiotics are broadly responsible. Among all the causes main reason behind uncontrolled transmission is carelessness of human beings; mainly close contact and open air exposure, use of common facilities and unhygienic practices. In addition, lack of real time epidemiological and genetic data, reason of emergence has increased the severity of infection. Covid-19 outbreak has not given enough time to think about its clinical control and make appropriate preparations. Arrangements could not become possible in time as useful medical care equipments, medicines, creation of hospitals and making a responsible authority and disease combating planning was much delayed. This is the main reason that few of developed countries could not manage the infection in time and worst scenario of pandemic impact and severity of infection with large numbers of fatalities are seen. On other side virus attack is also not providing enough time to patients to develop humeral immunity, it is obstructing the germ line defense mainly phagocytic, inflammatory and anatomical barriers. Although it is theoretically possible to create vaccines against any new influenza virus, but it essentially need enough time, large budget and production capacity. Genetic instability of the virus is main escaping effects or failure of newly developed vaccines (McNeil, 1976).

There is possibility that virus may create new problems during months of rainy and winter season. This may happen due to change in climatic regimes and navigation movements, possibly virus may migrate between northern and southern hemispheres to become epidemic in cold-weather seasons as suggested in past by Cox and Suabbarao (2000). A new mutated strain may evoke new pandemic or a silent cross over due to self genetic withdrawal of virus after certain replication cycles, as it is mostly seen in case of SARS and avian influenza virus in South East Asia in the past. If virus mutate sufficiently and acquire changes both transmission rates (Ungchusak et al., 2005), and its lethality will increase (Enserink, 2004). The only remedy that can stop virus exchange is international ban of air travel routes for next six months to protect uninfected population from susceptible global population, otherwise by seeing current rate corona will prove more fatal than present pandemic (Osterholm, 2005a, Osterholm, 2005 b, Oxford, 2005). Therefore, both clinical and physical adequate preventative measures are to be keeping in place to stop trans-continental and cross country transmission of coronavirus.
For fast control of this highly transmitting virus is to explore its host range. It is also oblivious to find and genetically characterize its close allies, which might replace this virus with a different kind of disease such as eye flu, swine flu or bird flu. Wuhan shrimp and animal markets are manmade hot spots where hundreds of animal viruses are easily entering into human body. Among other sources of virus are sea food supply, warehousing and its loading in ships at ports. From these places easy “spillover” infections are much possible and virus can get easy entry into human host. It is also larger fact that rarely; viruses gain the ability to spread efficiently within a new host, but first they slowly read conditions of survival and slowly starts their establishment in a previously exposed or susceptible host. Steps involved in transfers of viruses to new hosts include contact between the virus and the host, infection of an initial individual leading to amplification and an outbreak. However, replication of virus and its generation of highly infectious progenies within the original or new host depend on mutations acquired by the viral strain. However, a beginner original virus enter into different hosts and incubate in varied environmental conditions, gain the ability to change slowly and stabilized such changes when pass on to one individual to next one. These transfers involve either increased exposure or the acquisition of variations that allow them to overcome barriers to infection of the new hosts. In these cases, devastating outbreaks can result. Virus very rapidly completes 200 replication cycles in high mode of aggression and causes more fatalities, as soon as it start replicating normally its aggression get slow down and after near about completion of 600 cycles its speed might become stand still. It is possible due to conversion of operative genetic switches into non-operative genetic switches. In last stage hardly infection may visualize in less than hundred of individuals in 10 million populations.

Business
Long lockdown imposed to curve on infection of coronavirus; business activities were shut down. As many countries are unlocking the markets, hence, it is liability of business owners and controlling authorities that they should protect their employees from virus attack (Koonin, 2020). This is highly essential to screen employees at entry point, abide with them safety rules, sanitation hand washing, and providing them safety kits or its alternatives. Make alternative arrangements and opt alternative ways such as operate online business, take orders and provide supply only after disinfecting hands and proper sanitization. It will keep people away from shops and malls, and reduce chances of close contact. Facilities like video conferencing can keep customers face-to-face for online shopping they can select usable items from home and place an order and make digital payments. Employees can work in alternate shifts and supply and demands can be managed up to 18 h a day. Update employees with coronavirus infection information, hotspots, social distancing and safety precautions. Business houses also own the responsibility to diagnose their employees by most authentic antibody tests or RT-PCR method (Ostrovskaya et al., 2020). They should train their employees to use liquid soaps, disinfectants, and hand sanitizers for cleaning to protect from coronavirus infection. All those who involve in business must follow guidelines for personal and social safety by following social distancing rules to avoid
Facts and challenges

Why cities become hot spot

The main cause behind formation of hot spots in cities is disobeying rule and breakage of social distancing. Unknowingly, close contact of persons during purchasing of vegetables from vendors and shopping from kirana stores and food item suppliers spread infection in community people. Other important reason is penetration of NRIs without listing and reporting to local authorities. The chain of infectivity reached to their family members, neighbors, friends, and other people who came into their contact. In cities where population is living in more congested areas people come into contact very easily due to public movement. Breakage of social distancing is seen in buses, trains, vegetable markets, weekly markets, hats, and social and religious rituals proved costly (Omar et al., 2009). The chances of contact transmission occurred in hospitals, petrol pumps, banks, suppliers, and bus and train sheets. Just after unlocking people are not taking social distancing seriously even they know about its consequences. Now no rule has been seen in maintaining physical distancing or social distancing in market places. People show laxity in social distancing and not bearing masks. This lonely item protects from inhalation of flying aerosols in open place, while gloves provide protection from contaminated surfaces. Maintaining of 6 feet distance in market is now become a joke else nothing. This is the main reason that a steep rise in cases has been seen in Mumbai, Chennai, Delhi, Ahmadabad, Thane, Pune, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Indore, Jaipur, Jodhpur, Chengalpattu and Tiruvallur. These 13 cities will continue to see the restrictions similar to those clamped in containment zones even when the nationwide lockdown ended on May 31.

Unfortunate spread killed thousands

Initial infection was spread due to serious negligence done by NRIs and religious hubs; they have tried to hide every fact about their exposure to this highly contagious virus from the people of country. It is hard truth that overseas Indians, Jamaaties and tourists are solely responsible for spread of Covid-19 disaster in India. They came into notice when hot spots Covid-19 clusters were emerged, since then a regular increase in cases is going on. Thousands of innocent people have lost their lives; with unaccountable sufferings, pains, hunger and disparity was faced by them on way back to home. How worst was the situation this country has passed through that pregnant ladies, children of age lower than five were seen on route trying to reach their native places thousands of kilometers on foot.

Migrant influx enhanced the transmission rate

A spike in COVID-19 cases has been seen in last four weeks due to influx of migrant workers in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar from Maharashtra and Gujarat where corona infection is spreading very fast day by day. Both were having more than 37 lakhs of workers which have been shifted from industrial states to their home state in last 28 days time. There are three categories of migrants; first category those who reached on foot; they have joined their families without quarantine, laborers reached by trucks, private vehicles and own vehicles they also have joined their families without any testing. Among them so many were died on route or.
showed symptoms and hospitalized but their number was less. The third category of laborers are from hot spot buffer zones, most of them were tested positive, so many of them reached to their home by chain pulling of trains and have alarmingly increased the tally of active cases in Bihar and U.P. This third category incoming migrant worker is highly infected and responsible for coronavirus spike in recent days. Till date more than 20 lakh migrant workers have been deported from Maharashtra and Gujrat by ferrying 1565 Shramik special trains. From these incoming migrant workers, over 2,650 were test positive in Uttar Pradesh. In Bihar, more than 3,500 people have been infected from Covid-19 while 15 people have lost their lives. There is a serious flaw that laborers reached by trucks, private vehicles and own vehicles, they also have joined their families without any testing and quarantine. This is main reason that numbers of infected cases have been spiked in one week time.

Most of the workers in different states have no livelihood means and living on the brink. The main problem is social distancing which is impossible on working sites (Gabriel et al., 2008). Most construction workers often lack even simple safety gears. They have no masks, no hand washing fluids, and no sanitizers. Another big reason of intermixing of infected people is false messages on social media, after which workers/migrants collected in large numbers in railway station premises in badly infected coronavirus states. The migrants who did get on buses were literally stuffed into them and piled onto roofs to reach their home. It is hard fact that few of the states could not handle the situation well and a huge humanitarian crisis emerged all of a sudden as stranded migrant laborers tried to return home. People were hungry without any means of survival and coming bare foot and getting sick and died in unending cry. They have faced all round disappointment and lack of any facility. Though, it is reality that Indian economy is fueled largely by migrant laborers and workers. Present coronavirus crisis pandemic has made extreme problems to livelihood means and country’s economy is halted and become uncertain. Changes in population movement make COVID-19 spread differently from SARS (Shi et al., 2020).

Lockdown within lockdown proved costly

Day by day spike of coronavirus infection is rising, and it becomes uncontrolled and seems unmanageable in 3-4 cities today. There is an outcry all round in few cities in hot spot areas that infection has gone out of control. Every day more than 9000-10000 cases are added to total tally of active patients that has been crossed 3.4 lakh mark with approximately 9000 deaths. Recently this tally has been increased as total cases are more than 5.0 lakh and 12,500 deaths. Infected migrant workers shifted from Maharashtra and Gujarat raised the chances of spread of this Covid-19 in rural and suburban areas of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan, M.P. Jharkhand and West Bengal. Now we have hardly 20 days to control coronavirus transmission before start of rainy season because flu virus infection increases very fast with increase in temperature, humidity and rainfall. Therefore, it is highly essential to completely wipe out coronavirus from the human society by using all conventional, physical, clinical and therapeutic methods. More important is to stop second wave of this highly mutable virus.
and its complete mitigation must be done quickly as possible.

*Imposition of lockdown within lockdown proved costly*

For primary control of coronavirus infection lockdown is imposed to keep away the uninfected population from an infected coronavirus patient. It needs slow down of population movements and instant check on intermixing of population (Edward *et al.*, 2020), by prohibiting their gathering at crowded places (Shi *et al.*, 2020; Paital *et al.*, 2020). However, keeping in mind WHO guidelines India has announced imposition of lockdown on 25th of March as a precautionary and safety of people. Here, this step taken by the government was correct but method of lockdown followed was quite wrong, because sudden imposition of lockdown held up more than 37 lakhs of migrant workers in their place for more than 45 days. The right time of lockdown was 25th of February; it was delayed by one month. When people found relief in curfew they rushed in large numbers for purchasing and received coronavirus infection from vegetable vendors, suppliers, chowkidars, gatemans and kirana store owners. It is the right time when lockdown is being necessarily required to curve on the disease successfully. There is a much clear advise from expert groups that only way to lower downs the chances of community transmission in rural India. It is highly needful that government should re-impose lockdown to slow the spread of covid-19 finally till its complete disappearance in hot spots (Edward *et al.*, 2020). For quick control of this pandemic with social lockdown, mass testing and medical care of COVID-19 patient should be increased to achieve the recovery rate beyond 75% (Paital *et al.*, 2020).

Further, chances of its rapid spread has been increased due to unlocking of lockdown and start of public movement due to opening of markets/shops, parks, industries, offices, restaurants, hotels, surface and air transports. This is second grave mistake done by the government; this is real time to impose strict lock down for two more weeks to stop speedy spread of this pandemic in urban, suburban and rural India. Lockdown within lockdown has been proved costly because people were careless and exposed with this contagious virus.

*Public and administrative negligence*

Rapid increase in COVID-19 cases is due to use of common public amenities and hospital beds, buses, trains and market places. Today condition is that we do not have required number of ventilators, hospital beds, equipments, and clinical care usable as numbers of cases of coronavirus are increasing very speedily. Carelessness in discharging the general patients without testing and seeking their corona reports delayed, shifting of corona patients in general wards, and providing dead bodies to family members without antibody testing is very serious issue. This serious negligence is responsible for recent surge in coronavirus cases. This is also observed in aero planes, coaches of trains, buses and hiring taxies. More severe man to man transmission has been observed in close door air circulation systems. This is the main reason that coronavirus infection becomes more common acute illnesses among humans due to close proximity of infected asymptomatic patients. That is why human mistakes have seriously increased virus transmission, by both direct and indirect routes, or infection evokes after
hospitalization of patients. Among most reported cases ward boys, sweepers, nurses, technicians and other clinical staffs, medical doctors, security personals were found infected. Due to their public services they are bound to dutifulness and working without PPE kits, protection wares and unsafe living places increases the severity of infection where infected patient load is very high. This is the reality that health care workers and doctors, and nurses are over exhausted and living under fear and trauma. Even after knowing the reality, hospitals are running in extreme shortage of staff and high quality health care equipments and shortage of medicines. It is hard fact that unlocking will prove costly for the public and economic well being, reasons stakes to add high infectivity and more fatalities may occur in coming months. Government has forced to open lockdown because of heavy economic downturn.

Effect of climate

Climate play important role in spread and spectrum of infectious diseases (Xiaoxu et al., 2016). Flu viruses mostly appear in October and persist during winter months and its severity increases with hemispheric changes. This seems true that coronavirus infection in China was evoked in early October. The winter plays a major role in transmission of all kinds of respiratory viruses and cases of common cold, cough and lung infection get increased simultaneously. Among all climatic factors temperature, humidity and rain fall increase the chances of spread of viral disease. All of a sudden slow growing virus started multiplying very rapidly, infection resulting in enormous morbidity and finally numbers of deaths has been increased and take the shape of epidemics (Mayr, 1990). These epidemics could be controlled only by real time surveillance and assessment of epidemiological data, making prophylactic measures and long term disease combating plans (Chan et al., 1999; Monami et al., 2020). The weather is one of the important factors that triggered the spread of Covid-19 (Tosepua et al., 2020). The vulnerable weather parameters will help classify the risky geographic areas in different countries. Especially, with further reporting of new cases in India, prediction of states with high risk of weather based spread will be apparent (Gupta et al, 2020). Alterations in temperature and absolute humidity range make conditions more vulnerable and enhance pneumonia infection and deaths (Bull, 1980).

Breathing cold air triggers severe bronchoconstriction in asthmatics (Shturman-Ellstein et al., 1978). Both upper and lower airways chocked and asthma patient tries a forceful breathing or heavy obstruction occurs that essentially needs tranquilizer, oxygen aspirator lastly a ventilator (Shturman-Ellstein et al., 1978; Van Gerven et al., 2012). In cold due to flu virus infection both upper and lower airways show high sensitivity and lung function obstructions. Cold dry air increases nasal responsiveness in flu virus generated allergy (Bousquet et al., 2001). Cold weather spells as a characteristic feature of changing climate will need to be considered in assessing the risk for asthma, especially since heterogeneous human populations may adapt differently to them (Cruz et al., 2007).

Super blooming is possible in rainy season

In India transmission of coronavirus is occurring due to direct contact or indirectly by aerosols released in air by corona patient.
In rainy season, water droplets provide stability to virus in air. In extreme humidity sneezed droplets mixed in air and suspended for longer time and virus remain active for 12-20 hrs. When these air droplets are inhaled unknowingly by a normal person or a susceptible host, starts infection. Virus transmission is affected by ambient humidity, which affects not only the virus’ stability but also respiratory droplet size, as water content evaporates. Though, heavy rainfall quickly settles air suspend virus on to the ground but rain water collection in drainages, ponds, tanks and house roof increase the stay time of virus. Through drinking and bathing water it can infect normal person/s. Furthermore, virus remains live for more time in sputum, phlegm, stool and urine of Covid-19 patients. Now hardly we have not enough time to control coronavirus before start of rainy season.

Safety and preventive measures

Migrants from cities and symptomatic corona patients should keep in isolation centers or special Covid hospitals. They should pass through strict quarantine rules and treatment procedures; all interacting cases must be identified and quarantined. Once the patients are identified, the hospitals must immediately isolate these patients and use contact tracing to identify other potential patients. Compulsory quarantine for all incoming travelers and introducing stiff penalties for businesses and individuals caught contravening safe distancing rules in all public spaces. Both their interaction during 27 days and movements must be kept under close watching. In red and orange zone areas people must keep patience and stay at home and maintain social distancing. For keeping them under communication phone calls and videos, glass separators can be used according to intensity to ascertain physical distancing. Bluetooth application can be used to enable more efficient contact tracing. All such measures could check daily number of unlinked domestic transmission cases. Overseas travelers/residents are strictly stayed for 14-day. They should provide “Stay Home Notice” and placed on outside of home as quarantine. Such patients can be monitored daily via their smart phones using a mix of GPS tracking, video and voice calls. These can also receive daily directions through digital consulting, it prevents person-to-person contamination. At home treatment provide space to more severe patients in hospitals and effective to prevent, identify, manage and monitor Covid-19 affected patients and can minimize the contagion in the society.

Prophylactic and therapeutic measures

Social distancing is best safety measure to cut down virus transmission at public places and inside houses and industries. But it seems impossible in slums because of very narrow passageways (Abdullah et al, 2007; Corburn et al., 2020). It has been seen that in very small size room or chowl or polythene and tin shade hut more than ten people are residing and they desirably cannot follow social distancing rule. Quarantine centers must strictly keep the infected people under social distancing. Fool proof safety kits, sanitizers, masks, gloves and other accessories also provide safety from infection. These also assist in prevention of nosocomial transmission among non-infected hospital staff and care takers. It is more advisable that social distancing is only a preventive method to avoid infection, but for treatment of virus infected patients fast acting therapeutic methods are to be required. Hence, all possible therapeutic methods such
as plasma and antibody therapy, anti-viral drugs, molecular and genetic medicines, plant natural products, homeopathic, Ayurvedic, Unani, Shiddha, alternative and complementary medicines and conventional methods should apply for instant control of virus generated morbidity and mortality (Fig. 1). Fast acting physico-chemical devices which could disinfect thousands of people in a day are to be explored for decreasing the infection rate and increasing the sustainability of infected patients. The best way is use of conventional methods such as use of herbal quaths, concoctions and herbal karha, white alum (Harm et al., 2018), honey, and Ayurvedic bhasma. All these are immunity boosting medicinal systems which can be used for control of coronavirus infection (Fig. 2).

**How to tackle the problem**

No concrete therapeutic method and medicine has been prepared so far against coronavirus. It is hard fact that transmission can slow down coronavirus infection rate but better therapeutic can increase the recovery rate beyond 80%. The only way is to treat the patients by using conventional therapeutic methods, it is cheaper, safe and less man power is used. However, this is much advisable that government should declare all conventional methods for treatment of mass number of patients. All different Ayurvedic preparations in Ayush ministry should be known to public and essentially provide to all age groups near hot spots and buffer zones to boost up their immunity to stop deaths instantly. This is time when it is hard to diagnose large number of population because cases are increasing alarmingly. The main problem is unlocking of lockdown and opening of all public places, imagine if any super spreader unknowingly visit the

**Figure 1:** Plan for instant control of coronavirus infection by using conventional methods

Inhalation of hot steam distillate and gargles help to reduce virus load (Hayashi et al., 1995) while thermal inactivation of coronavirus is also possible by using hot 1.5% salt water or by direct thermal heat (Lauffer and Scott, 1946; De Flora and Badolati, 1973) as it is generated in thermal-aroma-carbon therapy (Upadhyay, 2020).
crowded public places, what will happen. Although many research laboratories are working for developing an appropriate vaccine against coronavirus but it is time taking, need huge economic resources with a speedy production capacity (Cynthia Liu et al., 2020). There must be a long term strategic action plan for controlling the emergence of new virus infection in future (Fig. 3). But it’s easy availability and efficacy is still doubtful because virus is highly mutating and changes its regulatory genes according to chemical, physical and biological environment (Fig. 4). An unknown fear is how long we will remain safe under umbrella of a vaccine and its immunization. Perhaps, coronavirus may acquire new changes in its genome that may result in failure of vaccine that may increase fatality rate. The main danger is reverse transformation of a denatured vaccine strain into virus strain; it will pose a toughest challenge. There is another hope i.e. development of natural resistance by generation of antibodies within body against this virus in exposed persons. But for generation of natural protection or herd immunity against coronavirus approximately 60% of population is exposed to this virus.

**Conclusion**

For instant regulation WHO and world sovereign nations should think positively to revise trade and air traffic rules and laws (Rahimi et al., 2020). This disastrous pandemic must be tackled as a political issue rather than a clinical issue. Because world leadership should think that China is solely responsible for origin and spread of this virus round the globe. China knowingly delayed disclosure of epidemiological information and reality about dreadfulness of coronavirus in time to the world community. This non-cooperation and ghastly act of China has not given sufficient time to the world community for enough preparations to fight against Covid-19. This laxity made by Chinese communist government has thrown much enlarged humanity in burning furnace and heavy costs have been paid by millions of innocent deaths occurred round the globe. Even China has tried very cleverly to make every effort to convert pandemic into an economic opportunity. In this pandemic China has supplied substandard corona testing kits, unsafe masks and PPE kits to several countries. This is real time when all G-7 countries and developing countries should
forge trade and business and diplomatic relationships with China and isolate it from world community. In this hard step the cries, tears and painful voice of dying people will play a decisive role. This paramount decision will become a peaceful homage to the grieved souls which have been passed away untimely. This is not simple as man is dyeing; it is humanity which is facing perishing fatal consequences and torture.

For instant regulation and quick control of emergence of viral diseases from China WHO should take every reason/negligence in its contingency and heavily intervene in the matter, so that future pandemic disasters may not happen in future. All trade and traffic norms, rules and federal laws must be revised. Nations which follow new international rules should only allow participation in business and cultural relationships, those who do not come in support they must be boycotted from world trade, travel and international relationships. At any level carelessness and negligence related to epidemiological information should not forgive and spare easily. Further, to strengthen fight against coronavirus emergency worldwide funds, medical aids, services, information sharing, institutional researches and technological advancements and new federal rules are needed. Those who are coming from other states should be registered and put inside quarantine centers with strict rules.
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